We can’t believe that Term One is nearly over and our wonderful little Kinder children have settled in beautifully. Every day begins with all children coming together under the Kinder shelter to say the school prayer, sing the national anthem (we have already learnt the first two verses) and kick our brains onto gear by participating in Brain Gym activities.

We have been very busy learning our sounds and actions in Jolly Phonics and can even write by ourselves already. Our iPads get a work-out every day during our Literacy rotations and we are becoming very clever at Memory and Matching games.

Learning how to recognise, read and write numbers to 10 has kept us busy in Maths. We study a new number every week which also includes addition and subtraction work.

Our sports program, PMP (Perceptual Motor Program), began in Week 6 and we have learnt how to manoeuvre scooter boards and crazy walkers along with balancing and jumping. We are looking so forward to the Cross Country Carnival on Thursday.

As part of our Science unit, Hot and Cold, we made jelly and LOVED eating the results of our “cooking” with hot and cold water.

It was great fun wearing green clothes and celebrating St Patrick’s day with the whole school. The tabloid games were so much fun, especially the wheelbarrow rides. Thank you to the Year 6 children and teachers for organising the day. We had a special visitor to our rooms last week although we didn’t see him. He left footprints on the ground, fluff on our desks and floor and even got some of his tail stuck in the window on his way out. The Easter Bunny left us yummy chocolates to enjoy for Easter.

As you can see, there is lots happening in the Kinder block……. come and take a look for yourself! Kinder Classes.